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Reality is a thing of the past
Galleries and museums the world over are scrambling to tie in multimedia and digital elements
with exhibitions. Is this tech tizzy just novelty or is it part of a potential paradigm shift in the act
of looking? Computer scientist/artist Daniel Vogel’s groundbreaking project at Owens Art Gallery
explores this digital zeitgeist and the art of looking at art in the 21st century. Story by Mike Landry

WWWdaniel Vogel explains how his electronic conté crayon works. telegraphjournal.com



The Collection Wall at the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art is more than 12 metres long,
an interactive display made of 180-some
MicroTiles, miniature units that combine
to form the largest touchscreen in the
United States. The Collection Wall brings
more than 3,500 works from themuseum’s
permanent collection to multiple users’
fingertips, which they may browse by
theme and type, such as time period, ma-
terials and techniques.
Standing in front of the wall, a line of vis-

itors look as though they’re performing
in a 21st-century shadow play, all slow-
moving silhouettes backlit from the lumin-
ous wall. It’s a visually stunning scene,
and other visitors stand back to watch the
whole thing, mesmerized, hypnotized by
the consistentlymoving,transformingwall.
In aword, it ismarvellous.
“Come experience the power of art in a

whole newway,”woos a commercial for the
museum.“Come see amazing.”
Opened on Jan. 21, the wall is the state of

the art in the museum-going experience,
and it’s the anchor for the digital revolu-
tion at the ClevelandMuseum of Art. The
$10-million project, collectively called Gal-
lery One, features numerous other digital
gallery components involving social media
sharing, interactive games and digital
media. It’s part of themuseum’smore than
a decade-long $350-million renovation and
expansion,which should be completed by
the endof 2013.
“The first reaction is just how disarming

(the CollectionWall) is – people really get
into it once they overcome any shyness,”
DavidFranklin,themuseum’sdirector,says.
Franklin, fromMississauga and once dep-

uty director and chief curator of the Na-
tional Gallery of Canada, came to the mu-
seum in 2010, when the plans for Gallery
One were already well in the works. It’s his
job to transition themillions of dollars the
museumhas spent into engagedaudiences,
both local and international.
The hope is Gallery One will draw in a

new generation, though early experience
shows even those who have never used an
iPod are just as intrigued. In hindsight, this
multi-generational appeal makes sense to
Franklin – the technology isn’t novelty, it
opens an infinitely broader educational ex-
perience than the oldmuseum standbys of
docents and textwall-panels.
Finding this balance between our digital

today and the classic art experience is
something Franklin calls“the holy grail for
museums.” Indeed, since opening Gallery
One, he says “virtually every major mu-
seum in the United States has either come
hereor is inprocess of visiting.
“I’m not just beating my chest; I think

we’ve definitely settled on something ori-
ginal,what allmuseumsare seeking.I think
we’ve set the bar,”Franklin says.“This feels
likeawatershed in thehistoryofmuseums.”

***

Sitting in front of a green screen com-
puter monitor, an outmoded technology
even in 1990, a young Daniel Vogel busily
churns out programming for an insurance
company in Waterloo. It’s his first job in
computer programming, and he always
makes sure to wear a tie to the office, like
a goodwhite-collaredworker.
He’s writing in COBOL, COmmon Busi-

ness-Oriented Language, one of the oldest
programming languages, having first ap-
peared in 1959. He keeps running into an
unfamiliar prompt,“Load Tape.”He has no
idea what this means, the computer has no
cassette port, and so he ignores it, until he
gets a call fromtheoperating room.
Apparently, every time “Load Tape” ap-

peared, someone in the operating room
had to get up and insert a cassette tape into
another computer in the system. If Vogel
was going to be running the same test all
day, the operating room attendant would
like to just leave the tape in there.
Fast-forward to today,Waterloo, though

still very much an insurance hub, has

become a world-leader in technology and
Vogel, now 42, will be a professor at the
University of Waterloo’s prestigious Cheri-
ton School of Computer Science, as ofMay
1, and is one of Canada’s top researchers in
the field of human-computer interaction.
David Taylor, director of Cheriton, which
has more than 75 faculty members, says
Vogel is,“One of the best hires we’vemade
in thepast fewyears.”
Vogel received one of the inaugural Ban-

ting Postdoctoral Fellowships – an annual
federal program launched in 2010 that
selects 70 of the world’s top postdoctoral
researchers and pays them $140,000 over
two years to work in Canada. Vogel’s Ban-
ting project stands out among his peers
looking at “Identification of tuberculosis
infection resistance genes” and “Molecu-
lar mechanism(s) of programmed nuclear
death.”Of the 143 current Banting fellows,
his project is the only one concerned with
art: “The Design and Evaluation of an
Interactive Public Ambient Display in an
Art Gallery Context: Towards an Under-
standing of Aesthetic Interaction Experi-
ences.”
A rare hybrid of computer scientist and

fine artist, Vogel first graduated from the
University of Western Ontario with a BA
in computer science and visual arts before
completing his BFA in intermedia at Emily
CarrUniversity ofArt andDesign, in 1996.
WilliamCowan,one of Vogel’s fellowship

supervisors, and a 25-year faculty member
at Waterloo’s school of computer science,
says Vogel’s arts background is “very ex-
ceptional” and calls him “a truly modest
superstar.”Cowan has been espousing the
need for an artistic approach to computer
science for years, but until hemet Vogel he
felt like“a voice crying in thewilderness.”
“I’m not worried whether the future is

going to work well – there are thousands
working on the technology.What I’m con-
cerned with is whether the future will be
worth living. It’s the artists,musicians and
so on that make the future worth living,”
Cowan says.“They are integral into thepro-
cess of creating the future.”
Growing up in southern Ontario, Vogel’s

first computer was an Atari 400, sometime
around 1981 or ’82. It plugged into the TV
and had a cassette tape drive. Although
there were a few games you could buy for
the system, the default was a programming
environment in BASIC, or Beginner’s All
PurposeSymbolic InstructionCode.
Vogel soon learned how to program

graphics, teacing himself binary numbers
to build pictures with code. While many
computer scientists enjoy algorithms, for
Vogel itwas always visual.
“I remember being so excited, seeing

these pixilated lines, and that I actually
could control where it went,” he says. “I
learned it because it helped me make im-
ages,which is stillwhat I donow.”
With a head start, programming years

ahead of Matthew Broderick’s portrayal
of a young computer hacker in 1983’sWar
Games,Vogel combined his computer skills
and visual acuity to land jobs first in 3D
computer animation and then helping to
shape how we navigate websites and use
software for clients such as Starbucks, 3M,
Sony,Honda, Bell Mobility, Royal Bank Fi-
nancialGroupandBell Sympatico/MSN.
He remembers seeing an early version

of Skype, a peer-to-peer IP telephone net-
work, in themid-’90s.He realized then that
Internet and digital technologywere really
going to changeeverything.
This was in the first dot-com bubble, and

young people like Vogel were being pro-
moted rapidly. Although he was not want
for money, he felt he was missing some-
thing,that hewas stagnating.
Following the lead of his academic wife,

Jennifer Harris, a professor in 19th-century
American literature, Vogel decided to pur-
sue his master’s and PhD at the University
of Toronto with arguably the country’s
top tech guru, Canada Research Chair in
Human-Centred Interfaces, Ravin Balak-
rishnan.

Vogel’s dissertation, Direct Pen Input
and Hand Occlusion, earned him the 2011
Bill Buxton Dissertation Award, an an-
nual prize for the best doctoral dissertation
completed at a Canadian university in the
field of human-computer interaction.
“Being an academic, it’s all about building

up your CV,”Vogel says.“Just like being an
artist.”
Although it might not seem like this has

anything to do with fine art, Vogel consid-
ers himself a designer exploring issues of
human-computer interaction. Although
hehas becomea scientific researcher, that’s
not the part of his career with which he

most identifies.
“I started using a computer that was

controlled by a mouse in 1992, I think,
something like that,”Vogel says.“We talk a
lot about ‘direct manipulation interface’ –
graphical representation where you click
a button instead of writing in ‘open file.’
When you start to get this more direct dia-
logue with a computer, certainly for me
and many others, then it became really
obvious that this dialogue could be made
more efficient, more aesthetically pleas-
ing.”
Vogel wrote his dissertation at Mount

Allison University, his office a repurposed
utility closest, while his wife was teaching
at the school. Although, that might not
seem like an ideal working environment,
the school, and the town of Sackville, was
perfect forVogel.Hebecame involvedwith
the town’s strong fine arts community,
volunteering on the board of directors of
Struts Gallery and FaucetMedia Arts Cen-
tre from 2008-2012, president in 2011 and
2012.
When Vogel discusses the world of com-

puter research he now inhabits, he is care-
ful not to call people “users” like many of
his colleagues. It’s these subtle distinctions
of humanity that setsVogel apart.
“There’s going to be technology every-

where,”he says, predicting a future where
computer interfaces occupy walls, floors
and ceilings.“The important thing is there
are a lot of esthetic criteria to consider.
“You can’t just plunk down a

Windows-like interface on the floor or a
wall, it’s going to look terrible. It’s going to
be incongruous.What’s amazing is… how
much emphasis not justmyself and the stu-
dents, but even the department heads or
HCI community as a whole put on aesthet-
ics and design. Maybe not so much as art
– art is kind of pushing it to the next level
– but certainly that visual design is import-
ant.”
Much of Vogel’s research involves occlu-

sion – how your finger or armprevents you
from seeing part of a touchscreen when
you are writing or tapping – and gestural
computer interaction – a particular sci-fi

feat of interacting without a mouse, key-
board or touch, just body movement.One
fine-art inspired project is Conté, an elec-
tronic device that mimics the nature of
Conté crayons,providing users with amore
robust array of mark making compared to
the standard stylus.
“There’s still a lot of room in the funda-

mental aspects of how humans interact
with computers that can be studied very
closely,” he says.“I don’t know why, I just
find I’m really interested in theminutiae of
howwemight control computers.”
Vogel is a builder – be that a computer

program or art installation.He gets an idea
no one else has tried,one that could be use-
ful to otherpeople,andhebuilds it.
Two of his favourite artists, American

performance and installation artist Chris
Burden and Canadian assemblage sculp-
tor Kim Adams, are both defined by their
uniquebuilt creations. It’s in contemporary
art,with its ceaseless campaign to surprise
and shock,where Vogel finds inspiration –
artists aren’t disappointed when viewers
miss their intention, such miscommunica-
tionoftenbeing thepoint.
“I can basically dream up a somewhat

outrageous or strange way to interact with
computers, and that’s actually a very good
thing,”he says, tossing out ideas for ceiling
displays, interactive carpets and paint-on-
pixel displays.“I like pushing the idea out
pretty far.”
And for his debut solo exhibition at

Owens Art Gallery, up until April 28,

Vogel has pushed that experience further
than even the Cleveland Museum of Art’s
CollectionWall.
Vogel’s exhibition is composedof twonew

works, Siftor and My Name is Owen. Both
examine the Owens Art Gallery, offering
serendipitouswaysofdiscovery for viewer.
My Name is Owen operates by way of a

simple programVogel created to scour the
text publicly available on the Owens’web-
site. It determines how sentences are nor-
mally constructed on the site, and then re-
builds new sentences using the ripped pool
of text, such as,“The digital Owens opens
up new possibilities for us as an exciting
and significant digital venue in an epic solo
performance.”
These sentences, delivered in broken seg-

ments, will be projected at night on the
Owens’window. It’s a fun project, but the
showstopper isSiftor.
Installed in the high wall gallery, Siftor

uses a 24-foot-long, eight-foot-tall screen –
“basically a thick, really expensive shower
curtain,”Vogel says – a number of hacked
cameras from Playstation 3s, two comput-
ers, two classroom-grade HD projectors
and some super high-output infrared il-
luminators.
Although the room will be darker than

most exhibitions, Siftor is meant to mimic
the white wall gallery experience. If no
one else is in the room before you enter,
the only thing you’ll notice about Vogel’s
white wall is a strip of colour – thousands
of 1.8mmwide slices – running along near
the floor.
But as you approach thewall,Vogel’s soft-

warewill recognize your presence and kick
into gear.Hewants the viewer to figure out
specifically how to work it, but it’s by ma-
nipulating your body, not touching. If you
can figure out how to operate the wall, you
can call up items from the Owens’ perma-
nent collection, almost all of which will
be presented life-size, at standard gallery
hangingheight.
Beginning last September, and building

on the gallery’s recently completed project
of digitally capturing its entire collection,
Vogel created a program to filter that data
for his means and represent it. He says it’s
something he could do with any digital
collection. But Siftor is not so much about
viewing the collection, as it is an art instal-
lation about the art of looking at art, espe-
cially in the21st century.
“This isn’t a research tool to find any-

thing, but it’s very much about discovery,”

The final frontier
A former resident of Sackville, Daniel Vogel
returns to themarsh for his debut solo
exhibition at Owens Art Gallery, one that could
revolutionize not only the way we experience
art, but our digital future. Story byMike Landry

Daniel Vogel is one of Canada’s top
researchers in human-computer interaction.

He is also an artist. For his debut solo exhibition, now
at Owens Art Gallery, he has created a new technology that will
allow visitors to access the gallery’s entire collection through a
touchless interactive experience. Photo: ron Ward/tIMeS & tranScrIPt

come experience the power of art
in a whole new way ... come see

amazing.”
the cleveland museum of art

salon

Just one of the thousands of possible sentences that can be generated for Daniel Vogel’s project My Name is Owen. The new work is a video projection of sentences created by Vogel’s program that crawls the Owens’ website, rebuilding sentences from th
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Fruit, an earlier art installaition by Daniel Vogel. He embedded zinc and copper plates into fruits and vegetables. The wires connect the plates to
a small light box. An electronic push button, also embedded in the fruit or vegetable, activates the light box, which displays a photograph of the
fruit or vegetable to which they are connected.

Vogel says.
Becauseof this,Vogel didn’t stress tomake

Siftor a flawless experience – it’s actually
low-tech for his standards. The resolution
isn’t perfect, and the image only provides
the name of the artist, the title of the work
and its accession number. Then again, the
work isn’t aboutwhat you’re looking at,but
theway inwhichyou’re looking.
Siftor will also provide Vogel with valu-
able research for his Banting fellowship, as
all usage information is being logged. It’s
information that would be equally valu-
able to directors and curators of museums
and galleries – how long people look, for
just one example.
“Part of this project, and part of the Ban-
ting post-doc, was a way for me to begin
merging the art and science more closely
together, and actually see it exist both as a
creative, artistic object, or something that
has somemerit beyond just a piece of tech-
nology…but actually has an experience as
well thatmakes us think or laugh for amo-
ment.”

***

Visiting the Royal Museum of Art, in To-
ronto, with his five-year-old son, Emil,

Daniel Vogel tries to download the app
for the exhibition Ultimate Dinosaurs:
Giants from Gondwana. Billed as having
“more multimedia than any exhibition in
the ROM’s history,”the show is the first ex-
hibition in Canada to use augmented real-
ity to bring dinosaurs to life.
But the wireless connection is spotty and
the app is large, 46.5MB, and takes a while
to download. The exhibition, like many in
museums now, is littered with esthetically

compromising QR codes – those barcode-
like images you scan.And, once Vogel gets
the ROMUltimate Dinosaurs app to work,
and shows Emil, the youngster isn’t im-
pressed.
This is not the result big institutions want
from their digital investment. And it’s a
situation the Cleveland Museum of Art
has spent millions to test. “Knowing that
people navigate the world with a screen,
can they navigate art through the screen as
well, while maintaining the experience of
seeing original art in the space?”asksDavid
Franklin.
Lianne McTavish, a history of art, design
and visual culture at the university of Al-
berta, and author the coming book Defin-
ing the Modern Museum, says the attempt
tomergemuseum and technology exposes
the paradoxical nature the act of looking
in the 21st century. Although culture has
become incredibly visual, McTavish says
we no longer place the same value on the
viewing experience.
She notes how a watershed moment for
museums was in the 19th century, when
what she calls the “epistemology of ob-
jects” changed the gallery experience.
“They really strongly believed that looking
at objects, be they some type of mineral or

stuffed bird, that simply looking at them
was awayof learning.”
Nowadays, such looking is no longer
enough. It needs to be supplemented with
audio,videoor digital effect.
“Is interaction just a touch screen, or is
it something more engaging?”she asks.“I
might be old fashioned, but I don’t let my
art history students write about anything
haven’t seen in person. I focus on mater-
iality.”

The Cleveland Museum of Art’s 50,000
visitors in January, a record for thatmonth,
could work to quell such concerns in time.
And for the museum’s part, Franklin says
they scaled back a lot of the technology
over the course of developing Gallery One.
The project, at its heart, is about improving
visitor experience, and visitors may still ex-
perience Gallery One without the digital
add-ons.Franklin says it’s about balance.
Finding this balance is Vogel’s mission:
“The aesthetics of the visuals and inter-
action are going to be important, because
if we get that wrong it’s going to be this
dystopian world like Times Square or the
kinds of things you see in thesemovies like
MinorityReport,”he says.
“Weneed to think about thisworldwhere
pixels will be everywhere, and sensors will
be everywhere, and we need to find the
best interface between people, both visual-
ly and in their ownmovements.”
The question of digital loss – an ethereal,
“real” experience that cannot penetrate
the scrim of a digital interface – is one
that very much concerns Vogel. He still
remembers those early days of computing
when arcane interfaces were anything but
user-friendly or intuitive. It was frustrating,
but it opened new avenues of knowledge
and thinking.Now,most technology is de-
signed for the lowest common denomin-
ator of the first-timeuser,and that comes at
its owncost.
“Part of my philosophy is to try to do
things that are not overly simplified,” he
says.“For something you use again, again
and again, it’s probably OK to have some-
thing that maybe takes some time to mas-
ter, but in that mastery are times where
you can customize and make it work the
wayyouwant it towork.”
The question is: should a centuries-old
masterwork be something requiring time
and contemplation,or can it beunderstood
on first viewing via iPad, with prescribed
directions how to do so? Is this the future
of the art experience?
“I’m making fewer of my own deci-
sions,” Vogel says, describing how we’ve

become accustomed to using technol-
ogy.“I’m searching for that key, I’m like,
‘What is the riddle, what is the answer?’
And maybe the answer is, there is no
answer, or that it’s whatever answer you

want to put on it.”s

Mike Landry is the Telegraph-Journal’s
arts and culture editor: landry.michael@
telegraphjournal.com.

The 40-foot-long, state-of-the-art, interactive Collection Wall at the Cleveland Museum of Art, the largest touchscreen in the United States. Photo: Meghan Stockdale/cleveland MuSeuM of art

Conté, designed by Vogel and Géry Casiez, is a small computer input device inspired by the
way artists manipulate a real Conté crayon. By changing which corner, edge, end or side is
contacting an interactive display, you can switch between different functions using a single
hand, providing a level of mastery beyond the simple, standard stylus.

we need to think about this world
where pixels will be everywhere,

and sensors will be everywhere, and we
need to find the best interface.”
daniel vogel, computer scientist/artist
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